The Singing Ho Family -

"BECOME ONE!"

GOING TO SCHOOL! TEACHING SCHOOL!
HELPING REFUGEES!

Story & Photos by Hosea

Since we have had the family living and pioneering in Hong Kong for the past seven months, God has opened the doors and done many miracles through FF'ing and the children. These two types of ministries have worked very well together. I wanted to write to share particularly about how God has used the children. The FF'ing testimonies are another story in themselves that could be written. (See "FF News From Hong Kong" in FN Vol. 7, No. 1.)

The children have been doing many public singing performances here in some of the key hotels, on TV several times, the Rotary Club,
orphanages and hospitals. They recorded a cassette album of twenty songs in English and Chinese with the record production of one of H.K.'s largest newspapers which has been sold by them all over Hong Kong. This has witnessed to many, been great P.R. and has helped to support us a good deal.

**All of these things have proven the many things Dad's written about what an asset and blessing our children can be, and I believe especially the more we have! The fact that our children can sing and dance is unusual, but that there are six of them doing it between the ages of 4-8 years old is a phenomenon that is a constant door-opener and unforgettable!**

**Everywhere people remember us as the parents with the six singing children and always treat us friendly and ask about the children when they are not with us. All this has opened innumerable doors and hearts so vital to our pioneering.**

**God has literally used the children and their singing performances to get us in and out of the country, and the officials to extend our visas without the difficulties and questions we had before. This has made it possible for us to remain here to work on the other ministries He has given us. PTL!**

**With all this, still we found we were not really "Becoming One" and learning the language, etc. The children lived in their own little world of our Home and Family. We've had plenty of good dedicated help**
to teach them and care for them in our Home, but they were lacking the opportunity to contact and play with the local Chinese children so as to be with little people their age to witness and be a sample to. They were getting performing practice and experience, but not so much witnessing to their own age group. So we were discussing putting them in a local Chinese school to learn the language and be in contact with the local Chinese children.

Then the Letter "Are Your Children Becoming One?" arrived and gave us the confirmation of "Hearing From God" that we needed to spur us to action. Right after reading over the Letter and counselling together, I telephoned a school we knew, where some of our local friends' children go. I told them I'd like to see about enrolling six of my children in their school. They said I should bring the children to the school the very next day as the school term was to begin in only two days!

So we took all the children over and marched them into their office. They were quite amazed to say the least at having six children to attend from the same
family, especially a family of singing children. They were very happy to accept them and were even willing to place them in whatever grades we suggested they be in as we told them they had never attended school before, but had always had private teachers.

So on the spot we filled out the forms and paid the tuition fees (about $15 U.S. per month per child). We found out this is about the best school in town, where many of the upper-class families send their children. This is because it's a private Catholic school where the classes are taught in English by Chinese teachers with one class a day in Chinese.

About 98% of the students are Chinese and about 90% with no religious background. They speak Chinese between each other when playing, though they're learning English in class. This makes an ideal situation for our children to learn the local Chinese language and still be able to learn most of their lessons in English, and sing and witness as they go!

In their one class a day in Chinese they're starting to learn to read, speak and write Chinese, and we're learning from them. This is their favourite subject and they're excited about it, as it's giving them the feeling of accomplishment of learning and pioneering something new.

This has just been the beginning as we're now seeing all the good promises in the Letter No. 728 fulfilled. As the Letter promised, this all turned out to be only the first steps in integrating and "Becoming One" with the people.

While we were enrolling the children, the principal of the school began telling what a shortage of good teachers they had and how difficult it was to find qualified English-speaking teachers.

So we mentioned that our children's teacher who lived with us would have more time now with the children going to school, and could possibly help to teach at their school. They were very interested in his help, so they asked him to come along to see them the next day, which was the first day of school. —So:

It turned out when the children started school, John, their Family teacher, also started his new teaching job! The principal asked John to teach music at the primary school, and he's now teaching the Family songs off of the Ho Family's cassette tape which he's also passed on to the other music teachers to do the same.

At the secondary school, they asked him to teach geography, which is the same subject he had been writing classes on for the Family Care to teach the Family. The principal liked his classes using the Bible and MO Quotes so much better than their textbooks that she asked him to teach them instead! She also arranged to have the school print them for the students and other geography teachers!

The principal likes our "Back to God" education ideas so much that she asked John to act as an advisor to the other teachers on their curriculums, and now he's in on all the teachers' meetings, etc. All this opportunity to be a witness and
influence to the school, and they are paying him to do it! PTL! So "Becoming One" is now helping to support us instead of costing us, so we're "Using It". It's a fulfillment of becoming all things to win some.

We've also seen the fulfillment of paragraphs 23 and 24 of 728 because now, when taking the children to and from school, we have begun to meet and talk to the parents who are waiting around the school for their children. This has brought us in contact with people it would have been hard to meet any other way. It has given us something in common with them about which we can talk to them, get to know them and become one as we witness to them of our love for the people.

Through our contacts at the school we found out about the large number of Vietnamese refugees here who are needing help and jobs. They were able to find for us a very good woman to work in our Home helping with the housekeeping and kitchen work etc., whom we have hired. We later found out that her husband had been unable to escape from Vietnam and that she was here with her only son, who is the same age as our children.

We therefore enrolled her son in
the same school and class as our children, paying the costs ourselves. The testimony of this helping of “the widow in her affliction and the fatherless” has already spread throughout our community as an example of what one family can do to help these refugees.

This has now encouraged others of our friends to hire refugees which can “Change the World” of these homeless people by helping them to begin to build a new life. They’re also wanting us to help them by teaching the refugees English, using the MO Lion Readers. They are especially happy that these readers contain the message of Jesus which they want us to teach to these refugees who have no religion or knowledge of the Bible and Jesus.

So by simple obedience and following through God’s open doors, His message and sample of love through us has begun to spread in our community to “Change the World” step-by-step. So thanks very much for your guidance through the Letters on all of these things, and may God help us to obey them all. We really appreciate these “keys” that have unlocked the doors and made all this possible. Hope this can encourage others to obey too.

With prayers & love, Ho.

---

A HAPPY FAMILY

PANSONIC

A HAPPY FAMILY

THE HO FAMILY SINGERS

This is the cover jacket of the children’s music cassette in English and Cantonese being sold all over Hong Kong! Now they’re working on a second cassette with the same company—of Christmas carols!
Wanted: Artist in India!—To help with our drop-in advertising company to support the Indian work. Do you have a talent for art, especially commercial art? We need you! Please write immediately giving a brief testimony, experience, photo, and a small sample of your artwork, to: Anthony D’Souza, Box 8047, Bombay 56, India.

Wanted: Travelling partner to Tahiti! I’m working on my fare to go to Tahiti, where they need girls! Is there anyone who would like to go with me? They particularly need French speakers. Please write Zacharie Wild Wind, c/o Eric Vincent, B.P. 150 R4, 62004 Strasbourg, France.

Refuge Farm in France needs labourers! We are a couple and newborn baby with a little farm in the mountains. We would like the help of a single brother and sister. Please send a good photo and short testimony listing your talents and burdens. Leroy Claude, Hameau “Les Rencureaux”, 05200 St. Andre D’Embrun, France.

Needed: Skit ideas and/or books! Please write to Job & Rachel Waters, P.O. Box 131, San Angelo, Texas, 76902 U.S.A.

ATTN: U.S.A. HOMES!—Free “Survival Pack” Available! You just pay shipping costs! Each pack contains 25 cans dehydrated food, 12 bottles vitamins, 300 sanitary napkins, 10 rolls of toilet paper, all in a 50-gallon water barrel. Supply limited! Only one per Home! Write to: Richard Complan, Box 30573, Seattle, Wash., 98103 U.S.A.

ATTN: LISA, daughter of Nicholas & Genesis Robinhood who was in Australia in Sept. ’76. I really love you and like the photo Nathan made of you in ’76. Please send some more photos of yourself, showing your face from different angles, as I would like to use them as models for a “Heidi” comic! Love, your Snowman! Please send to: Maria Campos, Apdo. 46131, Madrid, Spain (with Attn: A. Snowman in lower left corner. Please do not use COG or FOL on envelope!)

FIND-A-FRIEND!
Genesaret Pequeña & Miguel Angel: Please send some news and tell us where you are!—Cephas Don Quixote, Caixa Postal 844, Fortaleza, Brasil.
Shimi & Alemeth, Li’l John & Cora, Zebediah Zephyr, Simon Pied Piper, ILY and really miss you! Please write to Crystal Clear: Wild Wind Productions, c/o Poste Restante, Dubai, United Arab Emirates (with Attn: Crystal in lower left corner. Do not use COG or FOL on the envelope!)

Simon Pied Piper, please write to Maria: CP 748, 00100 Rome, Italy (Attn: Anna Deford).

Jason & Anna Picker, Ricardo Chase, Boaz & Selai Tuner, please write us! We have found several trunks of yours!—Box 19607, Philadelphia, Pa. 19124 U.S.A.

QUOTE-SIZE LETTERS!
FISH FOOD!
DO YOU WANT IT?
YOU NEED IT!
FOR FISH, FRIENDS, CONTACTS & FAMILY!
"We need something you can just pull out of your pocket and hand to almost anybody!—for anybody and everybody, general public, simple-minded and even enemies! Hallelujah! Praise the Lord?" (*Quote-Size Letters* No. 725:17.)

ANNOUNCING!—Special Low-Priced Quantity Orders!
Mailed Direct to Your Door! No Advance Payment Necessary!
QUOTE-SIZE LETTERS AVAILABLE:
1. REAL LOVE—Letters you can give to anyone; a real PR too!! (20 pgs.)
2. SHARING REAL LOVE—good for friends; why we do the things we do! (20 pgs.)
3. LOVE LETTERS—great for catacombers and interested converts! (36 pgs.)
4. NEW LIFE, NEW LOVE—to ground your on-fire converts in all the basics! (24 pgs.)
5. LETTERS FOR LOVERS!—Good for GP or new brethren!—A WOW! (36 pgs.)

Each Booklet of "Quote-Size Letters" is 20 pages or more!
—Available in boxes of 200-300 (sorry, only 1 title to a box)!
POSTPAID!—ONLY $11 PER BOX!

—A SMALL PRICE TO PAY FOR WORDS TO CHANGE THE WORLD!

NOTE: This offer, by your World Services through the efforts of Gold Lion Publications, can be made only if we receive the cooperation of many of you! Discuss it with your Home and fill in the attached coupon stating the amount of booklets your Home feels it could use and could pay for. Mail it in now!

---

Our Home would like to reserve the following booklets:
- boxes with 300 per box of REAL LOVE (20 pgs.)
- boxes with 300 per box of SHARING REAL LOVE (20 pgs.)
- boxes with 200 per box of LOVE LETTERS (36 pgs.)
- boxes with 200 per box of NEW LIFE, NEW LOVE (24 pgs.)
- boxes with 200 per box of LETTERS FOR LOVERS! (36 pgs.)

Send to:
Gold Lion
Pubs, P.O.
Box 20864,
Causeway
Bay, Hong
Kong.

Name:__________________________________________
Street or Box:__________________________________
City__________________________Country____________